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Allegro moderato

I have read many books that whisper of you,
An - y way that you say "I love"s the right way,

Looking for a new way to say, "I love you;"
Cupid may think the stupid way the bright way;

Just a chance that a lucky glance might reveal romance that would fit;
What's the sense learning mood and tone, When real sequence lies in looks?
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HAVN'T missed any that exist, And they don't assist me a bit.
Love's an art com-ing from the heart, And you can't im-part it in books. Just you and

me And the stars above What else can be

In a book of love? It's true that you might woo As

few can do With phrases new For "I love you"
Yet you and me, Over sea and land, Are words that we seem to understand, So what's the use to shout and stammer, Love is not a thing of grammar, And I'll always be for "You and me," Just you and me."